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The biggest pitfall in theory is thatthe assumptions
thatare taken credwerced fromthe reality ofhow
we use machine learning in gradica

Machine Learning7
↓ L L

y ques Paradigms-
xVC MostImportantstuff x

x supervised
(Bounds that works well in practice) ↳ Dowe we enoughdata?

xBiasVariance theory Models Methods unsupervised

(Learning curres...) ↳ linear ↳regularization ↳ (How do we gravide feedback!)

↳nowaenwam GraldatareinforcementtoComputational Langezity 0(n2)
↳
sum

!
↳ (Take an action, thefalls you if you did

↳Too awayfrom practical
lauttingtogether active sth good or notexample:Chawe↳benchmarn) diff. Solutions

Bayesich ↓
GaussianProcesses

Ingut processing
↳
InsteadfastBangdate

render

(Random processes x onlineI [RandomFunction]

PCA, ...

↳ Insted of getting the dataset

↳
SVD we get a stream ofthedataset.

Graphical Models
(Learn joint grab dist.)

1 A diminute improvementin a machine learning example:
problem can lead to massive problem. movie recommendation

recommend(viewer,movie-rating
⑩ A problem can be tought as a machine learning -LEARN

reverse
groblem IFFtoWe're a pattern*

↳Wedon'tknowhowin
down mathematically. (If yes, might to seeandg

better to usethat)

*How do we know? Wedon'tknow! But we can tryto apply methods
and we can deforming ifwe're learningor not
In factwewill use machine learningto see if there's a guitar.



The LearningProblem.
Components of Learning example:

movie recommendationI/Aborn has no magical orbto know ifa person is credit worthyor not.

· Inqut:x (customer datal
recommend(viewer, movieyerating

reverse
· Output:I (good/bad customer) UNKNOWN TARGET FUNCTION

ematically. engenoringanent8: x+y
·Target function:J:Y- y (ideal credaggraval formulal

·Data: [IX, ye), (2nyz),. . ., (xn,yn)} ↓
Training Examples

· Hypothesis:g:N-y (we hogeaggroximate I were. (X1,y1b,-,(xniyn)
Iformula to be useal

Final
E Learning #can be continuous,-Solution components Hypothesis Algo.A discrete... Thelevelofsophistication

g
=

f #can be huge.

Two solution components of the learning * Hypothesis set
problem:the Hypothesis set I=243, gez 77

2.The learning algorithm. Iset of candicate formas)

Together, thy're THELEARNING MODEL. (x=(x+xx+b/(x,xz1RxR]
There is no really loss of

de:Thron generality. Itcan to theset

Aggrave credit if Ewisitthreshold - Addafi1
ofall possible functions.

he7 can be written as:
rename:Wo

f (vo,-,wal

h(x)=sign(([wini)oto)h(x-sign(wix) t6
Perceptrem-Picka misclassified point:

y=-

rxx
Run until nomore are

LearningAlg. sign(wixal* In to register:WEwtynxn- missclassified.
[Itwill end If data is linerzable,

-

How do weknow If it is linearlyseparable? Statistics- We make assumptions, we have a mathmodel.
↳ Assume is not. We can transform data to be Machinelearning- Least assumptions (general as possible).
lineary-seggerable. (Atwhat cost? Don't have a mathnodeasin statistics.

The rate of convergence of the gerwertram learning Optimization:Tool &disposal formachine learning.
algorithm is in factterrible. Thereare gatological
gatterns where Idoesn't carerge.



Basic PremiseofLearning ·

Suissetheydataentewe've

"Use a set of observations to undercover an Ex:[(X,4),-, (xn,yw3
underlying process" ·

owisdutning, classifydata mithatit· Howmuch'senoughdatayou control. Will see intragit knowing the name of the classes.

more aboutthat.
Example: Clustering.

11Away of gettinga high level representation (high
·The bottle neck of machine learning is its agency patterns)of the inaut
ofgeneralizing.

·Rinfantagradefor this autart)
Reward for theoutput.↳Learningsible? Ex:game simulators.

·Probabilistic approach: Larin:Unknownfaction. Sieeineweigh red ballots from a blue de

red:righthypothesis h(x)
=f(x)

P(picured ballot) =M connection) wranghyguthesis h(Xf().
e

If we do N indecency and get a grocy of to learning Probdstaisonratea
fixed h!

-

I red ballots,
MINo and yes! Note: This example is verification,They can

↳ InabigN,
V condeclosetoM.be takully diff (most grobably).

not learning.In fact,
( 2etar FN,0. Solution: Havingmultige bins

-

effding'sualityof lagonumbers.
Gainit...o Me enEin(hn) MM

So M-V isPA.C. · U is "in sample": Ein
(Probable aggroximately correct.) is outof angle: Faut

·The grotatility istounded regardless ofM. Finchs:agreeesta
·v =m-M=V UsingHoeffdinginequality

PLIEin(h) -Za(hIk3]2N
⑪ In sage of

ofsampl
performance, performance

BUT, Hoeffding's doesn't aggingtomultilebins?

Fortunately we contane the worst
case. Andwith that, we get just a
M factor which becomes meaningless.



Linear Model. Linew rog-reulvalve output.
x Ingut rea Example calculate creditline
xLinear classif based onclient'sfeatures. ~

exfentures
x Zinew Reg.
xNon linea transf Regression afgut-h(x)

=wixgredictionsexit.
x=[*]

·WerseMSE: (h(x) - f(x) - Ein= llXr_l
↑MNISTDataset

To minimize the error Ein(W)=EIIXw-ylInput req:x=(Xo,xe, -, X2s6)
-> Alinear model has 256dim.
I ↑Ein()=2XT(Xw-Y) =0 -XXw=xy

So: Features (Extra useful infol
w =xt/(* esevdoinversee

Ex: intensityandsymmetry:x=(Xo,xe
The linear regression allis just computing w=xy

D

leadtroya Linewwegfor classification:
Binaryvalue functions are

also real valued.We can do

x However, themayproblem
is that ittrastall gas into aline.

Pocket So we're justwirinizing the distance. Solt justworks as a good
d stating value for the weights
8Fandanarratorsion

110

is reduced. Sigh(wix(

Non-linear transformations Error Measures
RCB=Geffe

e The model weightgaramders Elhif) /error functionis lines (N

we just apply nonfinetransf to thedata.
same

problem. Almostgointwise dr: (h(X),f(x) (h(x)-f(x)) Squaredarrar

(x,x2)=(x,x2)
=

[h(x) =f(x)D Binangeror
Insamale error:Ein(h) =[(h(xn),f(xn))·Data that wasn't linearly seggerable

now Ican to separated
*****

outsample error Earf(h)=1Ex[e(h(x),f(x)]
*x x

x

↓I=sign(E) Howto choose error measure -legends on the problem. (Application(lomain question)

* If we don't know whattodo, use PLAUSIBLE measures or FRIENDLYMEASURES
x

x x 2 ↳convex opfinization
q(x) =g(z(x) squarederror (Gaussionnoise)
=syn((x)

x =(xo,x, -,xa)Ez=(20,2, -,2a)
Powerful, butgeneralization can be terribly gor
X- Xn =sZn, -,Zn NoisyTargets
31-N=yes-fr
No the weights are only in E /Target function is not a function f(x) =0, f(x2)=2,where XXzE =(Wo,W1l -Wa

Sol:use "target distribution"P(y(x)
P(X)=P(YIX) (x,y) is now def. by a joint distribution.
↓ &> deterministic.↳Whatare we trying

to lear
Noisy target:f(x) +2 =f(x)=((y(X)quantifiesroleofe L

Noise

MargingP(X)P(y/X) asP(x,y) mixes two concepts



Ein is minds a proxy
to fort.we need a metric to measure the sophistication ofthe

modelve due

to out(9) =0 is achieved through:

&Zorf(9)=Ein(9)
duc Ein[g) =0

- modelcomplexifyt+-Eintt butLearning is reducedtotwo

↳
Can

we assurethatZorilglin dose toIraining usTesting. fout-tintt questions

small enough?

Zir(g)
Can we make Ein(G)

Testing: 8bs:Sometimes Itsimposible to

IP(IEin-Eat13]<20x9(-zEN). have fout(g) =0. Ex:stock marnef

Having an error of 45%
wouldmake you

Training rich already.

IP (lEin-Zoutk 3] =2Moxy(-2EN)
↳ Objective:Find a better ·Apply Mu(M) to perceptrons

bound than M

Mcomes fronts:P(B, or ...Br]IP(B] ... [BmY ↓Inheriteways
to separatei

ne
no overlaps:M

In practice, Bad Events overlaps!
↳Aout"change in 11 areas

-I
+1 Andmn(4)?

. we can't make this
AZin:change of labels indeagut -* dichotomy wiha line1 in(hal-Fout(hall=/Ein(hal-Fort(hall, there is data here, In fact, Mai (4) =14

& I

G
the Ein changes

↳geregtrons

h ... If his are almostthe same,
L

O

..
↑

&

there's almostno changein llustration of the growth function:
x*

Example:...
⑧

(Positive Rays] Ithaca Ma(N)=N
·

.on this constellation ofgoints, (Positive Intervals) *(a.) *==Ma(N)= (NY) +1
how

many gatforms of
redblue can Iget? IWays of assignin Ntzgon's in two

h: (R4=13 separate sys

↳Number of dichotomies (Convex sets) h(x) = +1 is convox.
h:N- EE13 /hygothesis I convex

h(X) =0 not conex.

h:2xx1-,Xn3- 2=13/dichotomy Notconvex

The number of hypothesis 1771 can be

Infinite, butthe number ofdichotomie is at ·AtSoloevTharcle,weare MMN)=2most 2V

The growth function ↳ When this happens:we sayit shatters thepoints
↳ I gve you a budget,

choose where to placegrinsso the dichotomic we

maxed.

The growth function cours the mostdichotomies on anyNGoins

m(N) =max li(X-,XwII
2,-,RNEYofdichotomies.Itsatisfies:

ma(N)2N



P (IEin-Eatke] =2MEze Breaugoint If no dataset of size can Breangoingosive rays:K=2
->The pointwhere you fail to shattered by it, then his

examples voltavals
e

k=+0

· Let's replace with Ma(N).
to get all possible dichotomies a fagonyof17(Wecan'tshatter the data anymore).

· If MA(N) has polynomial order. I've was. lowasn/Mp(n)2
"

Just growing
that MHIN) is polynomial

is enough to grave thatlearningis possible.

he main point How to replace M in hoofflings inqqualy?
·

Abroan goin -> MH(N) =2
Ibreak point - My(N) cP(N) P()Ein (g) -zort(g)ke] [4Myl2N)d↳ golynomials in N

We want to bound ma (N)
· This bound can be improved. But this is enough to grove that

tactic: M,(N) 1... [a golynomial. learning is possible.
Key quantity: B(Nik)inannumofdichotomid on Ngouts, with dream ofthe

C'est Vagnin-Chervonennis Inequality.

MaIN) =(r)-reeorboudfor anything withbreangora
un
max power is

An
-constant!

2Apolynomial

>Ma (N) is a polynomial

The VC dimension

Def:TheVedimonsonaattenhypothesisset itdenoted by duc(EI) is the largest value offor which maler
N-dvc(7) -H con shatter N goints.
k< dv(7) -> K is a breagoint ofit -> ma(N) - (i)

Wayof order Nare
Ex:Positive rays, ductA

2D gerceptrons:duc=3
Convex sets:dvo=es

Y dimension and Learning
drit) < c -> geI will generalize.
>This is independently fromthe Learningall E Inqui distribution a targetfunction.
>You will generalize with high probability wit the inqut data.



Examale:For didin gerceafrons ducedaProof. LetNedth,x= (ItemoftrageEnt
d+1 is also the number of parameters

Lets find w/sign(Xr)=y. WemaXw=y. BeauseXinv,wy:
in the perception. Thus, we can shatter these dt points -> drc, d+1

Ford+2, more points then dim e Xy=[aixi (Lin.deg), notall the ai=0.
The non-zero a,getYiz sign(ai) and Xy gets y1.No gerceyfrom can implemen

this dichotomy.Interpretingthe VC dimension. x=[aixi-wiX=[aiwtXi. If yi =sign(wxi) =sign(ai),thus a,wxi>0
So wiX= [diNTY;>0 - yJ=sigh(wixy) =+ 1 re

#of grams in modeldegrees of freedom
dra-binary degrees offreedom (If you can separate data or not)

Obs:Parameters
may notcontribute degrees of freedom.

2. How
many

data points we need
e perceptions.

x - -- -y
Vineq:P(Ein(g)-(orf(g)z]Here there are so garems, but1 degree of freedom.

-> drc meassures the EFFECTVE number of gameters. S

slification. If we want certain and 6, how does N deyendan duct
S &JIN)=NdeN f(N)

I(IEat-Einke]men
Get e(s):G=y=

goes down

Whitgrob 1-8, Iort-Einl=_(N,71,5) L
with biggest race.Es

Zout-Ein =_(N,H,S) -> Fout - intel (With grob=-5)

-
goes minJiggers

...Allf
↳Bigger VC dimension- Need for most samples

ducX number of samples needed
to obtain a certain performance.

Rule
of
thumb:
N10dve-Nadue

↳ Number of samples
edod is proportica



BiasVarianceTradeoff
Approximation - Generalization tradeoff.

Small Four:good aggroxof I outof sample

Mare complete it
- Better chance of approximating I

Less complex (- Better chance ofgeneralizing out of sange

Get never happens...

The biasvariance is a new approach
VC analysis: Fout 1 inte
Biasvariance:Decompose outinfo - How well aggroxides o

↳Applies to reach-vulvac turgets
↳
How well we can zoom in on a good heat

and uses square error

Fout(g") =Ex)(g" (x-8(x))2]
I want to get rid of (D), my dataset.

I(Foot (g")]
=E,(4)(g")-8(x))))

- justintegration!(Dof *L1)
= E(4,((g"(x) - f(x))))
me

Lets define g(x) ==(,(g(X) -> E((y")x) - g(x) +g(x) - f(x))) =4((gix) - j(x))+(g(x) - f(x))+2(yix) -jx)(yxx)-jx)))D

=

igoig)+
e

This is mybest candidate
Variance,of my model "from"my hypsef. We differ

from of because

-> (Zoo(g")]=E(bias(x)+var(x)]
-8 mgever Example: f(-1,1)11m,f(x) =sin (x)

Our training dataset: N=2 (Lol!)

Hyp. set:Ho:h(x)=b
H1:h(x)=ax+b

who
is better?

FORWHAT?

"Xgx

-AnE
I I

basent in bias=0.21

var =1.64



Learning Curves VC Analysis /Bias Variance

DatasetD of Sze N. How does Ein and out verywith N
N N

Expectedinexpectal L .ananasonceateError in
-

Error Eort Ein
-Ein

I

>Asimplemodel" Acomplex model
↑ ↑

carefulwhenicein
Nontineor transformawrath.Looking atthe data BEFord choosing themodel can be hazardous to your four
2=I(X)
&x:z

=(1,R,R,R2) =(20-12 To just "snooged"at thedata.
00s:Final hygonfr. ↳ The dataset with the die guarantees

DATA SNOOPING

LogisticRossiin
is the one you

had before.

S =wix:-he linearassified Logistic functiono
function oste Isoftthreshold.

to
line regression: Gwe

↳models: uncertanty

logistic regression gicuthis because Thisis also called sigmocd
signal: wiX (remains linear) is greatfor optimization

↑ - binary
h(x) =0(s) is interpreted as a probability. Example:(X,2). y is noisy

P(y(x) =[f(x),fory
=
+z

1-f(x),fary=-1

My target is I:IR*40,13 probability-Plenty egwix) wa ginfix
8CynwTx2) Kinethood

Howto train weights.
How we build an error meassure inthis catexts

->we want to maximize thiswrt w.
-> Plausible error measure based on Inelihood.

↳We maxtheloglinelihood instead
(Equicent). And we minimize with 1 instead:

minIn(Fontixns= ['n(Twixns) Tominimize this,

->
there is no close forme
Salutron Iterature↳ ein(w)= [not "cross-entropyorre

Method!
↳ Gradient descent.



Neural Networks
I features from features

biological function me biological structure SGD
Key:combining perceptions

Ein (w) =[In) 1+genwTxng/logistic regressiont e ·a--
I

-

(1)

I

Ta

-

a

I

[xz
We

pick a small subset (batchsze) of
the dataset and do gradient descent.

/Theory:En(Xg(Xn,yn1) =Ein!
Amultilayered gercesfrom implementing this (1) Advantages ofSGD operateodorof comenos you escage of sy local minee

SGD GNNi
Rule

of
thumb:4=0.1 is one (learning rate)

Error on samale:e(h(Xn),yr)=e(w)
We need the gradient:

Input
lager

~outgut layer l=L

me wortentoseee ye

Adds 1in a ↳e= la site
itine

& 1=l =L layers
Whatwe need. S for the final layer

i,0 i =dInquts/wealways
have so constant!

iE5, 122d outputs
p...- rjes..-- 4

siEsurethe
S =

u
W

dex =olsit=onie) %...swen ↑ Wijel
e(w) =

echinre
Applyze to x!"...sin-ex" =h(x) 4 g,

-z ↳ The value

Algo:Backgogagainthe gi-zgextentine x=O(s?"(
ofthe outgut!

2 - for t =0,1,2 ... do

pick ne 91 ... N3 ↓
-O(s) =1-Gs) for tank.

Forward:compute ALLzjle)
Backward:

compute All Sjes
greatgetdie,we,asheredate with wis-exege

return wit
Herate until criterile stop

=>si (1-(ee,ywigFortalen



Example: goly. fit

⑤Overfittin Startg .

.

.

wase?
> Overfiting is what seguete MLancers from professionals. >Usinga 4-order polynomial

is an overfit.

-

↳You triedtoo hard
OverfittingBadgeneralization

rotaoraslynot egreeDof:Overfiting:fittingthedatamorethan is warranted
7

-> Culgr:fittingthe noise (harmful) Nossy,low order target
2nd wider 10th order overfitting:find Earth

get
not

got error Ein 0.05 0.034

-

E ↑
Fout 0.127 9.08

-
Petwealy

d elt poly
· tuget:50th order galy

bias:
-

usingthe
wrong model-
N N

withenoughthewoodlatteofthee Win..Wttreere
Target

I Why: If there's no noises!- Otaftanterminationsi↳There is another tyge↳overfitting Nos
It cannotcapture.

number of
data points N4: Overting t · It depends on 7 and is fixed for a grenx.stochastic noise 4: Overting adeterministic noise 4: Querfitting

Bics variance decomposition with noise:
#Mix-g(x)

+

(x)+Eit
Fitting the noise is line fitting to a gattern var 02

that doesn'texist.
The deterministic noise comes from the limitations

of our hypothesis set 1.



Regularization Instead ofhavingidlinesthe

↓
Two approaches-Math:Ill-posed problems

- don'thold in practice

↳ A tool to putabreak

Problem:The

assumptionswithgrantratingthingIn function approximations.Sometimes b

on overfitting.
EXAMPLE

Dof.LetIn the nth Legendre Given (,), ..., (Kn,yn) - (2,31), ..., (2niyn)

polynomial of
orders.

Minimize [in(W)= I[(wTzn-yr =t(2w-y)Y(2w -y)They are orthogonal to each other.
4=x,2=2(3x2-1),(=(3x3-3x) - kin(22)*Yy/G

3
However. Ifwe constrain the weights:
obs: He is a constrained version of Is //Hard constraint:Wq=0 q>2.=Fi) Ha=(q a softer constraint:wC es min v(2w-3)(2w-y)

Legendapolynowsee · We call this sol Wreg
q=0 st wTW 1C

Ein=const

· This iseaslysolvable using KKTmultipliers.

YEin(Wreg) <-Wreg
Earg(Y) .

...

in
curves

=-2Wreg Tenenormaldidate
deale

↑Ein(Wreg) +2Wreg=0 -minimize fin(k)+wi wiw=C

compromiso crando Win no estate

<Minimizing Earg/) unconditionally is equer to (minEinea
The final solution is 2(2w-y) +kw=0

=- Wreg:(22+h5)Ey /wihrey.
Win=122)-*ZTy//without reg.

Oneshotane N

x

&int-

X

X X

-

*

L=0 X

X I

overfit -> x=1x10-4
- I x=1

2=0.01 -> underfit
This regularizer is called WEIGHT DECAY.
Gradient descent wit+1) =w(t)- 4YEin(WCt)) -2n2wit

=Wit) (1-2n)- 4YEin (w(t)



Variations ofweight day:
-> 1-Emehasa certain weights. Vau

↳
Exangles:Vq=2*Klow-order fit.

> In Naral Networks:DifferentVifor each layer.
vq=2=high order fif

2. We goythe inverse: weight growth! 4Tinhonov regularzer:withw

·eatweighterowigudag X beeda constrain learning smaller weights

In general
Rule of thumb:stochastic noise is "high frequency" -> towards smoother -> smoother

deterministic noise is also non-smooth hypothesis hypothesis
<wewantto goralizethe noise, not the signal.
Generalform of Augmented Error Choosing A Regularizer
Callreg._h(h)=12,we minimize Eavy(h) =Ein (h)+f(n) >We move to smoother pastures because the noise is

notsmooth.
Zortisbetter than Ein as a

Eat(h) Ein(n)+4E2)proxy for out.
> If it is bad, we have to check If we have it wrong.

Neural Network regularizers
weight decay,Ifall weights aresmall woondra.Ithasre

with a linear function comuflaged
If linear, glimear a jog linear). As weights
increase we getafull logical function

Weightelimination:fewer weights- smaller VC dimension

soft weightelimination: 1(4)=Srewit 1)Bigweights are loftalone,small weights are gushed
toward zero.

Early stopping as aRegulariza
>Regularizationthrough the oglimmer. Sti> When to stop?

The optimal t
-Deterministic noisebeheres almostma

exactedmy agearmor as if Iwere stochastic noise.
by

Eart
=Y Erot

⑳

⑧

Qf=30
⑧ -

--0 -as
8.

↳
no noise, optima L=0

L X

STOCHASTIC NOISE Deterministic Noise



Validation Validation - Regularization
Zout(h) =E in (h) + overfgenalty

validation
rog. estimates this

On outof sample goint (x,y) the
estimates this

error is e(h(x),y) On a validation set (2,31), -, (Un,Yn) ↳ Fout(h)=Ein(h)+oveffgenalty
-> F(e(n(x),3)] =E!) =>the error is Evalh)=1an(u),yu)
var (e(h(),y)]=02

-> (fra(n)]=fout(h) Problem:K is not gren. Each gont
invalidation is a point less for training.

Is K is too bigyou aregoing a reliable var [Eval(h)] =var[=[e(ncans,3n)]
estimate ofthe error for a very poor

model.
=

[var(echl,31) =oYBign vard!
A points validation /Dras
N-x points training //Dtrain

D-DinDa
D ↓

=>Eval(h) =Zouth) IoYn)

D =g,Derag
Grain pie Mule of thumb: K=5

Ere_Ezralg, Erlrgok-load estimate.
·estsetisunbiased;validation sethas optimistic bias.

↳ Dual is used to move learning choices · Example:Two hyg ha,hz/ [out(he)
=[out(h2) =42

Ifan estimate of outaffects learning: Picu hahn,hz3/=min (en,22)
The set is no longer aTEST set. &(9) </2 (optimistic bias)It becomes a VALIDATON set!

UsingDras many times
FT FT2 ... =M M modelsHi-,7i
⑧ ⑧Derhin g,I o e 8

gm

Use Derain to learn in from
V eachmode.

Dual ⑳ ⑧ ⑧

N & V 2

Em=tra(gm)
En E2 ... EM we pice m

=mo with the smallesttm.

pienthe best:(7m*,[m*)
Ch & Drae is used for "trainingon the finalists model

&

gm Fral=[5,-,n3

We selected the model Amo
usingDual

Fout(9m*) =Evae (Imp) +O(
Evar(Ema) is a biased estimate of Zout (mal regularizationagesafestogen.eAl

agation tonights
in

Eval(5ms)



Data contamination in,test,var
M &

>Optimistic (decegfnebias in estimating out ↑es Se jeTrainingset:totally contaminated
Test set: Totally clean y 8Validation sot: "slightlycontaminated

"

linear constant

Cross-validation I S

Ear=(eezten Ec-(81+92+03)

Eout(9) Zou79)Evar(G- >constant model has less Ear!
(small K) (largon)

& We want small and JigK. Ear
N-1points for training, 1for validation · EatDn =(x2, 3.) ...Mn) .... (km,Ye
Final hyg learned fromDr.Gi ·ne
EnEruegel(gXee InEin

I
n=1

catch:Ins aren'tindeg! #features
butnotthat for away....

In practice the leave one at is inefficientas Nincreases
Sal:Take a chunk! -> training sessions on N-K points each.
Rule ofthumb:18fold cross validation

k=F Validation 10fold
-

I I I-
Testset:20% Trainingset DATASET

Validation is notdata snooping
as we have accountedfor It.



SVM
SuggartVector machine. inarmyisicethe

MARGINE BETTER

>Bestmodel before deep learning. Dichotomies with fat mergin
· Ifwe restrictthe margin,we get a
smaller VCdimension. (Restrict num of dichotomies)

LetXn be the newestpoint to the plane wix+6=0
Technicalities -Normalizew: a↳

Tangwaterwenigeren
wix+6 =0 (noxo)

To compute the distance:

lity atTristanceitwas- inthe
(The bias is omiffed
as: +6- 6=0

The optimization problem
problema Min EWTW

max Full analogo.
(1) =- (1.AY) stEstmin (WYXn+61 E In(wixn+6)1n

this is friendlier.
06: (w+xn+61=yn(wixn+6)/Water

that

This is a constratization problem!
↳YrL =w-Zarinzen=0zer=[ar

·But we need equalities...". - Add stack variables.
= =anyn=0 es agei

· This is similar to the regularization problem
We write the dual formulation ofthe problem

TO OPTIMISE CONSTRAINT
Substitute (1) (2) in G(w,0,0)

Ein wiRegularization I ↳ L(x) =E=[enEmanaxXmSUM WTW Ein
n=1m=1

where maximize wrt a subject to an2,0 n=1,NWe thus,formulate the lagregion of our problem ↳with respect and ayn=0-o

(Sec.smin((wis,al=zwiw-[cniyn(wixn+b) -1)I
wirt to words and maximise w.r.teach20

!



The solution to the grobem (quadraticprogramming
we have max Ean-tegmdnamxxe

↳
ggbestticas.

↓ It's just
min EynymananXxm

-an min statehere↓

min Tennesseere a +(-)xE I Obs: It's a convex function. No problem in optimising.
Sty5x=0 ↳

Obs:When N is too large (N10000) we need to use ofher
02X heuristics to solvethis.

Using Quadratic programming, we get
the solution =a-,x

W =[anyman
KUT conditions:
Far n=1,- ,N

Cn(yn(wTXn+6) - 1) =0

There are going
to be some andO =Thestarters

Support Vectors

IrareintheW has a lot loss granders
than a linew model (#<n>0)

Now we solve for 6 using any SV

yn(wTXn+6)=1

non-LinearTransformations X-Z
We work with 2 instead of se: 21 Obs:#2, has nothingto do

with the dimension ofX or 2,only->2(2)=an-[[ungmanxmEnzm Nithodatagrinks.

The support vectors in"N"space
1)Fout]*lsvs]

· Suggart vectors einZ space
N- 1

· In Isqaze,
"are imagesofs/e-newas SVallandene



Kernel Methods inte
> Introducing: Infinite dim. sqaces!
->The vernaltrick.

((x) =[an-zergmanm2nzm
stan30,Eryn =0

g(x)=sign(W2
+b), where w =[Cnynin and 6: ym(wT2m+3)=1

InisSV

Giventwo points x and x'eN, get z2:
I=k(x,x) (the mernell Example:X=(Xn,x2) ->and order poly.

GIdu what's that. 2=[(x) =(1,xn,xz,X,x,++z)

k(x,x) =2
+

2 =

1+xix+Xzx2+xx
+X+xz

↳etrick:conwe compete (x,x
without transformingXandX

Ex: consider: 4(x,x)=(1+xx)=(I+xxi+x2x2)2
-1+sixesatzes2isthein
This is an inner g.
(1,x, xE,Ex,Yz,xx)
2,x*, *,RXi,Ex2,ix2)

The galynomial kernel.
X =IR, E:X-Zis a polynomial of order Q
The equivnernal R(X,x) =(1+xxY* =(1+xxi +xxx...+Xax)

*

Itcan be very ugly for d =10,a=100
We can adjust coefficients:4(x,x) =(2xx +b)0

Now, let's try without knowing
whatZis. Kernel in action.itLet U(X,x) be the inner productin some spaceZ

ex:k(x,x) =exq(-r11x-x(R)
The correspondingZof this kernel is
Infinite dimensional.
We commute a fine inner productfrom on Factor

to
ride How can we know, gran

a vernal candidates

infinite dimensional space. If Its respective I exists. When wewan
to testa new kernel.

Take an exange: H(x,x)=plamy_ gh-nagories
farei

Baggrouches to constructionthecorner (Mercerat
&xg(2xx) ↳ conditions)

Who cares? I never list.

ordownselfigaisy toen
↳ sometimes

you succeeded.

quadratic programming, we gassyXisXU

Degends
Express g(x)=sign(wz+b) in termsof e

on Xn.

n=[xyn- g(x) =sign)nynK(Xnix)eIn insu S
where 6=ym- [anynk(xnixm) for any amo



Designgrownel

R(X,x) is a validnernel- Itis symmetric (withthis podertee-isC'est les conditions do Mercer.

Soft Margin SVM
Data cante SLIGHTLY non segurable to insegurable.

d↳sor: soft margin isasalenerve

Margin Violation:Apointmay
violate themarginthe cushion ...

Quantify:yn(utzen +6), 1-4,race
Total violation:En ↑ Constantthatdefinee

N wiw and En

The new optimization: min ww+([En
I

Sstyn (wTn+6K/1-En
En40

We
go
to the Lagrangian again... awamblers

k(w,6,9,2,) =zwiw +En-Earlyn(wixn+b)-1+n) - [BuEn
Yuh =w- [CnynEn=8
=-Enyn=0

=- Bu=
anEC

Sothesolutionis. (max 1(a)= [an-2
Mmanamism

0=an! C, Enyn=0

-> w=[drnsen
which minimises:zwiw+C*En

Types of support vectors C is defined using cross validation
·

Margin suggart
vectors (0(n)

↳ yn(wixen+b) =1(Gn
=0)

Twotechnical observationshat If data nontinely seei
· Kon-margin suggart vecters (an=) L- Z:whataboutthe Jias (wol?

In (WTXn+6) <1 (En207 All
goes

to 6 and Wo-



RadialBasisFunctions (RBF)
Each (Xn,Jn)eD influences h(X) based on in

↳ closer influence.
-VIIX-XIRStandardform:h(x) =Ewe
basis function.

The Learning Algorithm. Wowat Ein=0, h(Xn)=yn
·Finding wil. -> IwneVIIXn-XmIR=
"I have N dataqoints, I'm trying

to learn N garans m=1

↳Neq,Nenun!

· If I is in- We (perfectinterpolation)
g.vittet

· OftenRBFis used for
classification.

h(x1=sgn(Ewnenx) in the
Smin(s-yon)(y==1)
h(x) =sign(s)

RBF-KNN RBFwih K centers

· Instead ofusing
a gaussion,

Ngerometers, Wo,-, we based on datagoints.

for the basis function. Lets
Sal: Use KN centers:MaxMn instead of NewYosit use a funcionthat is line h(x) =[wwexgtVlIx-Mal

a cylinder. (r=1) x=1
kNN The bigger, thesmouther =Ebecinsistwage.Min

distance between auchan and is dosest centroid Mr.
should be the basisfunction ↳ C'estK-means clustering.

-WIIX-Mad Split Xa-,XN into S1,Sn
E · Exangle of unsugervised leaning i

vo
ween minimise

GIIXnMul · NP-hard problem i
k=1XnESn

Find the minimum is NP-hard
...
we need an

-telly:aevival in algorithm to get a decent salI ↳
Lloyd's Algorm:Heratea

If Iin -yum Mr sn[Yn
-Malwaree

y

XntSu
we

converge
to a local

Su7 5Xn/lXriMull I all(IXn-MellY
minimum, which depends on the
initial clustering.



h(x

IwoRBFNetwor ⑱Basterm a)
we ur o qkwm

Features:. VIIX-M ⑧....... ⑧.......

Nonlinear transform depends only x-mx-man wix4 4 ix
④

RBE Network Naral Network

Choosing
-VIIX-Mull

RBFa Regularization
h(x) =2wa RBFcan be derrod purely from regularzufen

k=1 ↑ Expectation maximisation

Iterative approach (-EM algorithm in mixture ofGaussions)
(ncxns-yn)" +h [an]aldre

n=1

1
-
Fix V, solve for W This is the smoothestinterpolation.

2
-
Fix V, minimise error wrt y which solution is RBF. egen.

Obs:We can have a different Un for eachMr.

SVM nernel implements:

sign).nyn erxxo)
RBFimplements

sign)mex-muD) Becom's razor

Three LearningPrinciples taking
Kolmogorov- An explanation of the data should be as simple as possible, but no simpler (A.Einstein) canplexity

describewith as
> The razor ofoccom: The simplest model thatfits all thedata is alsothemost plausible for bits as possible.

↳ Whatis simple

Measuresof congloxisohsomainmany
map longthe

Why simple-better.
Simpler - better out performances

Fewer simalehyy than complex ones are less lmely to fitthe data:
N Vc-dimensionzN

So when ithappens its more significent.

When wethink of simple,
· Sampling bias. Ifthedata is sangled in abiased way, learning it's in terms ofh.Proofuse

will produce a similarly biased outcome. simple in terms of H...

Ifyou have a population thatwas notused in training, we have asangling bras If they agged
ontasting.

V

They are relatedto the principle
·Data snooping - If the data hasaffectedanystep in the lawning of counting:

process, Itsabilityto assestheoutcome has been COMPROMISED &bissgecify - his one of L
elements of H

*Most common trap-manyways to slip.
Exception: SVMiloons complexbutis one

of few.



Examples of Snooping
1.5:Example:ria.ArroNormalene

1.- Lookingat theDataset:2=(1,2,x2,nm,m?). Why not(1,ntaThe dataisgood (justacircle DrainDtest
Note:you can take into accountInfoyou have of 8 (sym in-2,2ferex), while you notlook atD. Wrong order!I

You give
the mean andvar

2.Trying onemodel after the other ON THE SAME DATASET, you will eventually succeed.
ofthe testset to the algo.

> If you torturethe data long enough. Itwill confess. Avoid datasnoopingin·VC dimension of
the total learning model.

· May include whatothers tried! 1/This eager says that sum withB=Y is perfect! Datasnorging
·The problem is matching for a PARTICULondatasof

I

BayesianLearning Accountfordatasheerration.
We extend probabilityto calculateP(D(h=g) lineihood

prior

↑
-> P(n=11D) =P(D(n=1)P(n=8) aP(D(h)P(n=1)

M P(D)
posterior

trumps all other· Key:The prior is an assumption thatcan dowrong ->48t,fang
the grier is valid

methods

Knowing the prior we can find the most probable a gran
the data. The prioris irrelevant

can we really calculate P(h=f). ↳ To ... 10000 (doesn'tmatterwin No thatmuch)

Aggregation. &

Combining many models mightthat 4
--** ↑

were trained on D. ↓Ingut s
Tactics take anrageas Aggregationan bedone> ensemble learning

1.After the fact - combines existing solutions

2-Before thefact- creates solutions to be
contined

↳
Boosting: create he,thewhich aredecorrelated with the previous(AdaBoost) I thatwere crewedateach stay
we care about missclasifications in
Each model isweighted.

g(x)=[x =h+(x)

We choose has to mimize the error on the aggregated dasof


